THE DEFENCE OF THE EMPIRE
clear. Just before sanctions were dropped the Win-
nipeg Free Press (June 12,1936) published an editorial
which included these passages:
'It is an ironic circumstance that while the scutders
and defeatists in England are making great play with
General Smuts's statements made in an address in Lon-
don twenty months ago, that the League, if it under-
took to enforce the Covenant by anything more than
moral suasion, would become "an international War
Office", the general himself, faced with an actual and
not a hypothetical situation, has seen with courage and
clearness that in the challenge which Mussolini has
given the League the future of world peace is at stake.
'If the League is killed by the refusal of the British
nations to give it the leadership that might save it, it
will be the victim of a very cynical campaign. The
correspondence columns of the Times have been over-
loaded for weeks with letters from noble lords, ex-diplo-
mats, retired proconsuls and generals, etc., expressing
their "horror and amaze" at the discovery that adher-
ence to the League meant obligations and commitments
that might lead to a war in defence of the Covenant.
The League, they cry out with one voice, is a potential
cause of war; therefore "let's get out of it". In Canada
the same appeal is made by the isolationists and also by
the Imperialists.
*It can be assumed, we think, that the Imperialists
and the Pacifists in Great Britain, the Imperialists and
isolationists in Canada are going to have their way.
The League is to disappear, and Great Britain and
Canada will be free from the terrifying commitments.
What then? Mr. Bennett has told us what in his
opinion follows for Canada, "The task of the British
Commonwealth," in preserving liberty and securing
peace, must now "be taken up where the League of
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